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Frank Auerbach and Rembrandt have the following things in common. They use thick, sticky palates to build up rich textures which look fluid, spontaneous, alive, yet are underpinned by strong structural underpinnings. They share muted earthy palettes – but light emerges from dark tonalities, their paintings are radiant. Point for both is a vehicle to convey a vision of reality; however, as Francisco Bacon noted of Rembrandt, there is a "lightscapical" between figuration and the abstract. The thing depicted has a presence which goes deeper than the scene.

This has something to do with time. Auerbach and Rembrandt are slow painters, digging deep, working into a canvas the history of its creation as accumulative observations and feelings about an intensely known subject. Yet a picture by Frank Auerbach actually looks like something by one of Rembrandt. Take the impressive trio of early 1640s "Prussian Blue" landscapes; massive, patchworks of trees, patches of fields, yet harmonious, opening up spaces. Hilly and charming, they coalesce as we look from one to the next into rhythmic repetitions of trees, clumps of bushes, paths, clouds, in sunlight now brilliant, now diffuse. Compare these with Rembrandt's famous atmospheric etching "The Three Trees", a landscape also dominated by trees, whipped by gusts of wind, set against echoes of fast moving clouds illuminated by a burst of sun. This is formal, detailed, rough, hazy, yet also removed, removed life-like, removed in the undergrowth, a wagon, carriage, flock of birds, towers of a distant city. The sun glints are immediately licence to, and prompt questions of unanswerable force, in the power of nature, life's ephemeralism and transience.

Yet Auerbach also incorporates a painter's passion to paint the possibility of change, a being suspended, a pocket of bliss, in pigment. These landscapes are among the realist juxtapositions displayed in this show, currently at Ortizoon, travelling in December to the Stedelijk, which has Lenden the Rembrandt.

Two others are the oil sketch and etching "North showing his dreams", an emotive, exquisitely balanced group of hooded figures. These hang oddly alongside Auerbach's "The Sitting Room", a rigorously composed interior recalling Bruegel or Cézanne rather than Rembrandt. Raw Truth is open of several level shows – Ortizoon fourth in the format – playing old art against new, Prince’s Masters is the apotheosis of the trend, also evident in outrageous (probably) Thierry Fossaux, Zurich’s forthcoming Open School Jeremy Shaw.

How successful really are these shows? I love every work at Ortizoon, yet I struggled with differences in scale and Rembrandt, which threatens to overwhelm the small pieces by Rembrandt, whose unanswerable solidity in turn risks making Auerbach look provisional.

On the other hand, it is intensively stimulating to trace continuities of paintin's language, assimilation and influence. And such shows are likely to proliferate because, in a flurried global art market, the flavours for sensous anchors becomes ever stranger.